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Stockholm 10 June 2019, Ab Nanol Technologies Oy (Nanol Technologies) announces today 

that The Government of Åland, will start using Nanol Technologies in three (3)” new” vessels, 

that means as from now all of the fleet.  

After successful use of Nanol on M/S Skarven for almost two years (2), The Government of 
Åland, (Ålands Landskapsregering), has decided to use Nanol and expand to their remaining 
fleet, consisting of three (3) more ships. 

There has been a direct procurement process during the spring of 2019, which led to a decision 
to expand the usage of Nanol Technologies.  

Since, the results from the vessels on M/S Skarven running on Nanol have been very good, the 

next natural step is to expand the usage to the rest of the fleet. This also as it is in line with The 

Government of Åland’s goals for environmentally friendly transports according to the 

Sustainability strategy 2 report. (Sustainability strategy 2 report) 

The Government of Åland will start using Nanol additive in the fleet’s vessels during June 2019. 
The goals are to lower the fuel consumption, reduce the wear and tear on the vessels, and reduce 
emission. This is an important step for The Government of Åland in their sustainability work. 

“We are of course thankful that The Government of Åland has taken the step to use Nanol for the 
rest of their fleet as well. This is a great step in the right direction for improved health of the 
marine environment in the Baltic sea and I hope more counties and organizations will follow, says 
Tanja Ilic, Manging Director, Nanol Technologies. “ 

For more information please contact, 

 

Sten Schauman     Tanja Ilic 

sten.schauman@regeringen.ax  tanja.ilic@nanol.eu 

Tel. + 358 401719980    Tel. +358 40 6360361 

 

About The Government of Åland 

In Åland, a total of just over 1,200 

kilometers of road is owned by The 

Government of Åland. Lin ferries are an 

extension of the roads and bind Åland on 

six different routes. There are free-

 

About Nanol Technologies 

Nanol® Technologies Ltd was founded in 

2010 and is headquartered in Stockholm, 

Sweden. As pioneers in lubrication 

technology, its mission is to provide 

solutions that enable reduction of fuel and 
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standing ferries along four main lines and 

three smaller lines. The Government of 

Åland manages the operation and 

maintenance of roads, bridges, harbours 

and ferries, among other things. We also 

handle planning, design and procurement 

when there is a need for, for example, new 

roads and bridges or staff to the ferries.  

For more information visit 

https://www.regeringen.ax 

oil consumption, together with 

prolongation of key engine and machine 

component lifetimes. Nanol’s innovative 

and patent protected lubricant additive 

delivers immediate economic benefits to 

operators of combustion engines and 

industrial machinery. 

 

For more information visit 

https://www.nanol.eu/ 
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